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ABSTRACT 
A Descriptive Study of the Role of th e T eacher 
Aide in Home Economics Classes 
of the State of Utah 
by 
Carol Zeneth Israelsen, Master of S cience 
Utah State University, 1971 
Major Professo r: Mrs. MarieN. Krueger 
D e partment: Home Economics Education 
The definition of aide for this s tud y was a non-certified 
person in the classroom w h o aids a nd assists th e professional 
with non-related tasks. 
The present role of the teacher aide in Home E conomics 
was described and suggested guidelines for future aide utilization 
were proposed. 
vii 
The study was conducted in thr ee phases : 1) P e rsona l Inter-
v1ews were conducted of thr ee t eacher aid e s and two teac hers 
presently employed in Utah. 2) Co rr espon de nce with fifty prog r am 
dir ctors or teache r s using aides i n oth e r states. 3) Time-Activity 
analysis of 12 junior and sen ior high Home Economics t eache r s . 
Instruments used we r e: 1) A twelve item interview for 
t e ach e r aides, a nd 2) A twenty-two item interview for t eacher aides, 
viil 
3) A ftfty-two item questionnaire form was formulated by the writer. 
The fmdings of the thesis are: l) It was found that teacher 
atdes were nut used extensively in Hotne Econo1nics claost:"s in Utah 
or throughout the United States. 2) No provision is made for educa-
twnaltrain'Lng or a career ladder. 3) There is no role definition 
for the aide in the present program. 4) The aide program has 
received positive acceptance by the teachers, professional staff 
and students involved in the program. 5) Careful selection, open 
communication and role definition were suggested as determinents 
of successful programs. 
(85 pages) 
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lNTRODUCTION 
Statement of Problem 
In the past the only key to the class room door has be e n a 
college diploma and a teaching certificate. Leaders in education 
ar e now proposing the idea that a professional certificate is not 
r qutred for a person to perform all of the activities whic h are 
carried on behind that class room door. Teache r s must spend at 
least four years a nd a conside r able amount of mon ey in training for 
a professional certificate; yet, because of the non-professional 
requirements in a classroom, they have very little time to exercise 
thetr professional training (33). 
The creative expression of a teacher is often stifled by the 
non-creative tasks in which he is involved. According to Vera C. 
W tsz, "In the face of forms, bookwork, etc ., many teachers are 
forced to shelve plans for fresh imaginative approaches to material. 
Because of this an a larm ing number of able students leave the pro -
fess10n eac h year and fewer talented young peo~le a r e attracted to 
teachmg" (33, p. 2). 
Professor Stanley L. Clement says: 
We strive to improve the quality of preparation for 
the teachmg profes sion, yet we ask teachers to perform 
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dulte~ far beneath thetr level of training. We advocate higher 
teacher salanes, yet assign our able teachers to tasks that 
could be done by people with far less ability .... We seek to 
ratse the professional status of teachers yet keep them per-
forming duties hardly professional in nature . ... We st riv e 
for good teaching morale, yet we keep teachers dissatisfied 
by requiring that they perform duties which they dislike (but 
others might enjoy doing). We want teachers to be creative--
to experiment, to improve- -yet we keep them bored by clerical 
work . . .. It is only common sense to place people at th level 
of their best talent. This appears preva l ent in business and 
tndustry, but seems lacking in education." (4, p. 54) 
Not enough time remains to do what professional 
teachers should do. Keep up with development in individual 
subject field, plan and prepare lessons, develop imaginative 
tnstructional materials, and improve evaluation of student 
work. Lack of time for professional work damages professional 
pride. About a third of a teacher ' s day goes to cleri al and sub-
professional tasks, another third to work that could just as well 
be done by various kind" of automated devices. A situation that 
provides only a third of a day for perfo r mance of work he is 
trained to do- -and finds satisfaction in doing- -contributes 
little t.o the morale oi a t.alt!nLed, conscieniioul::S lt::aCht!l", (31, 
p . 50). 
Mr. John Gordon says that if teaching is ever to become the 
htgh calling that it should be and merit the higher financial allowance 
that the profession is seeking then the profession should talk less about 
curtatlmg the role of the teacher. He proposes that the profession 
should be expanded to include more tasks whic h are socially and pro -
fessionally significant. This would be possibl e if the r outine and 
machine-like tasks could be eliminated from the role of the teacher (14). 
The National Education Association has recognized many 
tnnovat 10ns designed to further educational opportunities . The NEA 
Journal published in October of 1970 stated the objectives and 
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recommendations of the Association for the p r ofessional organization. 
One innovatio n holding great promise for better utilization of teacher 
t 1me, e ffort s, abilities, and training was differentiated staffing in 
wh1ch the teacher aide plays an important rol e (19). 
Research has shown the need for a non-professio nal in th e 
class room to assume many of the essent ial, but non-pro fessiona l 
tasks . The needs of the teachers, administrators, and stud e nts are 
not, howeve r, the same in all areas of the count ry. Some areas have 
led out in designing programs to fit their needs . These programs can 
servE' as guides but e ach area should r esearch the n eeds of the indivi-
duals tnvolved in the propose d p r ograms. Carol Ritt e nhouse indicate s 
that the variation of legal requirem e nts in educational environments and 
m lo ca l. ne eds makes i t impossible to w rite job descriptions or rol e 
r espons1 b1lit ie s for all situations (27). 
The programs r eviewed by the researcher for this pa pe r we r e 
dtverse in origin. Most of the c urr e nt r e search has been done in th e 
e lementary grades, although the use of teacher aides in secondary 
schools is increasing . The secondary level literature do es not indi-
c ate the cu rricular area in which the aides are involved . Therefore, 
the literature which is reviewed deals with general programs and not 
spec1fic c urric ula. The basic principles established in r esearch do, 
however, apply to all leve ls of education. 
The inclusion of the teache r aide must improve the standards 
and output of the e ducational system; it must not degrade the al r e ady 
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C'X!Stmg program. Professional standards must be maintained. 
A ceo rd mg to Kenneth Connell, four approaches may be used in con-
s1dP r1ng the teacher aide program. 
1) What are the approaches being used by other states to the 
program? 
2) What is the legal status of the teacher aide in each state? 
3) What will be their use and training ? 
4) What are the attitudes of the professional associations 
toward their use {16)? 
The majority of the research conducted in this area over the 
last ten yea rs establishes the n eed for the teacher aide . Teacher 
a1des have been us ed ext e n sive ly in elementary education. Although 
ut 1llzation of the aide is on the increase in secondary education it is 
stJll somewhat limited. The Journal of Home E conomics, February 
1970 (17) devoted the entire publication to proposed teacher aide utili-
zation. Research dealing with teacher aide programs in Home 
Economics Education, how eve r, is very limited. Sinc e no res ea rch 
has bee n done co nc erning the use of the aid e in Hon1e E co nomics in 
Utah, this was therefore , an a r ea of definite need. 
The college of Family Life at Utah State University is co nsid e r-
mg the adoption of a two year training p r og ram for the paraprofessional 
eachE'r a1 d e. This descriptive stuily is designed to define the teacher 
atde rolE' as the first step in consideration for this potential prog ram . 
Objectives 
The purpose of this thesis is : 
l) To describe the role which the teacher aide assumes 1n 
Consumer and Homemak ing classes in Utah. 
2) To suggest guidelines for the future utilization of the 
1eacher aide in the Consumer and Homemaking classes in Utah. 
Sources of Data 
The following areas of study were conducted to achieve the 
objectives of this thesis: 
l) Personal interviews of two teachers and three t eac her 
aides presently employed in Homemaking classes in Utah. 
2) Correspondence with existing teacher aide projects in 
Home Economics programs of other states to determine thei r uses 
of the teacher aide. 
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3) An analysis of the time spent by six high school and six 
jumor high school teachers in Utah on various activities related to 
class r oom responsibilities which co uld be assign ed to a t eache r aide. 
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REV JEW OF LITERATURE 
Research studies in the area of teacher aides in education 
have been condu cted more frequently on the e l ementa r y level than 
the secondary level. The basic principles estab l ished in the research, 
however, apply equally well to both levels . 
Terminology 
Many terms are used to define similar roles of the teacher aide. 
Paraprofessio nal, lay assistant , non-professional, teacher 's helper, 
assistant t eacher, r emedia l assistant, or auxiliary pe rs o nn el are al l 
used to define the characte ristic functio n bein g considered in this study. 
Carl Rittenho us e says, "The te r m 'parap r ofessional ' connotes 
functions fo nnerl y performed on l y by teac hers which can be performed 
under close p rofessio nal supe r vision. It includes functions more than 
me r e ly routine dut ies" (26, p. I). 
Robert Huyck says the teache:r aide is a non- certified person 
from the school ' s community who r elieves the t e a c hers of clerical 
and non- p r ofessional duties so that th ey mar concentrate on in st ruc-
t wnal acttvities (16). 
Colorado's code for teacher aides r eads, " A ides should b e 
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p rmttted to do anything not requiring a professional in either training 
or JUdgement" (30, p. 7). 
According to Nere nbe rg, the term "auxiliary personnel" is used 
to denote E'mployees who, though lacking the traditional r equirements 
for the education p r ofession, p~erform auxiliary functions as defined 
by Webster's New World Dictionary: i.e., they "help, assist, and 
give aid and support" to the learning-teac hing process. Some feel 
this ts a more positive term than non- professional or paraprofessional 
and more mclusive than teacher aide since the latter generally refers 
to the entry level alone and not to assistants and associates. It a ls o 
only pertains to one type of ed ucational function--teaching--and not t.o 
such other functions as counseling or l ibrary services (21 ). 
Stnce the purpose of this study is to specify the role within the 
Home Economics classroom, the r esea rcher has chosen to us the 
term "t eacher aide. 11 "Teache r aide" is used in this study in its 
broadest form--a non-certified person in the classroom w ho aides and 
assists the professional with non-professional tasks. The term would 
b inclusive of all career levels. 
Need for Teacher Aides 
Dr. James L. Olivero indicated that some of the myths which 
influence the present educat ional system are as follows: 
I) All students are capable of attaining equal leve ls of academic 
and soctal achteV<'menl. 
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2) All children are not alike--they differ in abilities--but they 
are all handled the same. 
3) Child ren learn most effectively by lecture methods . 
4) All children have the same needs {22) . 
Schools become barriers by making operational assump-
tiOns about how childr n learn and ho w teachers teach that 
negate the idea of the school as the gateway to opportunity. The 
present school assumes that all children and teachers are equal 
by making no structural provisions for the differences among 
either. Learners , regardless of motivation, past environment , 
or family differenc es , are put through the same hoops tn the 
same size instructional groups for the same periods of time . 
Who is different in the organization? All teachers likewise 
are assumed to have the same talents and responsibilities and 
therefore are utilized in exactly the same manner, whether 
they have taught twenty years, whether they possess a bache-
lor's, or a master's degree, whether or not their ca r eer 
ambitions o r motivations are different. On one hand we pro-
fess that advanced training and exp e rie n ces on the job make 
a bett e r t eacher, and so we pay teachers more for this train-
ing and experiences. On the other hand we fail to utilize this 
same training and experience in the school by differentiating 
teaching responsibtlities. {11, p. 4-5) 
Co nstderatwn should be given to the cost associated with having 
the professional staff perform various duties . Some duties might well 
be handled by less professwnally trained personnel for a lower cost to 
the school distnct. The tax payer's dollar is, the refor e, used both 
more effectively and more efficientl y {6). 
Teacher Role and Attitude 
A number of diverse fun c tions are incorporated in the role of 
a publtc school teacher. The teacher is an educator by profession, 
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but he ts also hts own clerk, custod ian, ope rato r of audio-visual 
pqutpment and an audto-versiOn of a printed boo k (24) . 
Disptte this, th e teacher seems t o feel the most th r eat e ned by 
mc lu sion of the teacher aide in the class room . Weis z states that 
the r eason for the teach e rs' strong objection is that the y fe e l their 
role as a professional person i s being challenged or thr eat ened . The 
mclusion of the teacher aide does nec e ssitate the redefinit ion of the 
professwnal role. It should, however, be rega rded as a n improvement 
o their professio nal statu s r at h e r than a challenge or a thr eat to it (33). 
The teache r's fears of the aide program originate from either 
mis1nfo rmation o r from programs which are improperly c onducted. 
Teache r s hav e oft e n shown g r eat c oncern when the subjec t of 
aides is broach ed becau se the y fear that aide programs will be 
used t o give them primary responsibility for larg e r numbe r of 
pupils a nd, therefore, increase rather than d ecreas e the amount 
of wo r k they must perform. They have also been con cern ed 
about being dow ngrad e d professionally by having another adu lt 
in the classroom doing j obs for w hic h the teache r is uniqu e ly 
qualified and has been trained at g r eat time and expe n se. Most 
teachers are no t accustomed to supe rvising other adults a nd 
they are often con cerned that they w ill not be able to keep the 
atdes busy . S inc e aides usually are hir e d from the immediate 
schoo l community, teachers often feel that the y may discuss 
teaching defic ie nc ies , which th e y are not competent to ass e ss, 
with other community membe:r.s, thus bringing about unfair 
j udg em e nts of the teac h e r ' s ability. (25, p. 12-A - l) 
"ln theory at least, schools of education turn out teachers who are able 
to arrange the formal learning e nvironment in such a way that the goa ls 
of instructio n are met " (12, p. 237 ). Therefor e , E sbensen says the 
a1de should be able to perform limit ed instructional tasks under the 
superviswn of t h e classroom teacher. 
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Attitudes of Teacher Aides About Their Role 
In order for the aide to func tion we ll und e r the program and 
to benefit the school distr ict , the t eache r, and the stud e nts , he m ust 
be d dicated to the cause of education and must feel prid e in his 
assignm e nt . Lunneborg suggests that teache r aides should be trained 
and p r epar ed even b eyond th e r equir e d training of the average teacher 
m o r der to car r y out their assignments well (i.e. , specialists in typing, 
instructional media) (18) . 
Teacher aides are serious about the ir jobs:" ... a id es see 
themse lves not as extraneous a nd temporary adjuncts to th e ir schoo l 
system but as an integ ral part of the system, in"lportant to its goal s 
and objectives '' (10 p. 7). 
Lunnebo r g expr esses the feeling that the educational system 
IS bullding Into the teacher aide a discontent for his position. By 
exp r essing r es ponsibilit ies in the classroom in terms of professiOnal 
or non -p rofessional , the attitude is built that the professional is the 
best a nd the non-professional is less desirable. Thus these positions 
are ofte n tr eat e d as "me r e jobs" or as "contemptible " (1 8). 
One can't help but feel the disadvanted are being 
explo ited again by hav ing th e nonprofessional and essential 
jobs for which they~ be trained debased . It is as if n ew 
car ee r theorists would r ep lac e hope lessness and d espair 
with a ranking, unrealistic sens e of personal dissatisfaction 
and frustration for n eve r having advanced far e nough. (1 8, p. 1 0) 
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Need for Aides in Utah 
In a thesis completed by Jessie A. Slade in 1970 some selected 
re ommendations for Home E co nomics classes in Utah substantiating 
the need for teacher aides are paraphrased as follows: 
l) Teaching loads of Home Economics teachers should be 
reduced to provide opportunity for teachers to present well-planned 
quality lessons. 
2) Consideration might be given to r eduction of total time 
spe nt by the teacher in classroom instruction. 
3) Paraprofessionals might ce rtainly be trained and used in 
caring for laboratories, ordering supplies, having e quipm ent r epa ir ed , 
and carrying out similar responsibilities. 
4 ) Clerical help shou ld be provided for each teacher so that 
she is freed from countless hours of typ ing and duplicating materials. 
5 ) Preparation of visuals, samples, and other learning 
materials is time consuming. If the teacher is responsible for message 
design as we ll as technical production, either nothing is don e or both 
are done poorly . 
6 ) The total work week with students of Utah teachers should 
be reduced by six to eight hours or r educed so that teache rs feel they 
have tirne to do the kind of leaching they know how to do. 
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7) Research on e ffectiveness of using paraprofessionals for 
c arrymg out various duties in Home Economics departments might 
also be suggested (28). 
Necessity of a Role Definition 
Defining the boundaries within which the teacher aide can 
function is essential for the smooth and proper running of the program 
as well as for the peace of mind of all those participating. Having a 
teach e r aide should in no way lower the professional standards of the 
school system. 
There is some concern that overzealous or harried 
administrators or teachers 1nay over utilize the teacher aides 
in violating of state statutes, Board of Education policy, or 
employee agreements . It is also possible that under-utiliza-
tion of the teacher aides may result unless the teacher and 
administrator have a clear understanding of the teacher aide 
role. (13, p. 11) 
Role Tasks 
The first problem faced in using teacher aides is to define 
the i r role tasks. Harold E. Coco has defined four task areas in 
r latwnship to the aide. These are clerical, housekeeping, non -
mstructional and instructional (5). 
The problem originates in distinguishing between instructional 
anU non- instructional responsibililit::s. There is a 11 ••• wiUe Uiver-
g e nc e of ideas ranging from the belief that everything connected with 
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the t>du catwnal system is instruction , to the belief that only the 
spectftc and new academtc material taught in a class ro om is mstruc-
t 10nal . " (29, p. 3) 
Harold E . Coco has made a concise def in ition of the instructwnal , 
non- instruct tonal tasks as follows: 
1) Instructional duties involving direct contact with students. 
2) Instructional duties which involve no direct contact with 
s tud e nts. 
3) Non-instructional duties involving direct contact with 
students. 
4) Non-instructional duties which involve no direct contact 
w ith st ud ents. (5, p . 2) 
It is impossible and unr easonable to assume that the r es pons i-
btltties of the aide can be defin e d minutely. The teacher aide's skills, 
s ubj ect ntatter knowledge, and c lassroom expe rience all in flu ence the 
atdes a daptability in the classroom (13). 
Results of Current Teacher Aide Programs 
The me re presence of the auxiliaries does not add materially 
t o the ed ucation of the children . The introduction of the aide into the 
c las s room is no magical positive guarantee of change. Irrelevant 
curriculunt can still be taught and classes can go on being lifeless, 
dull and boring. The us e of aides, however, should make a difference 
in thre e ex isting needs of the school system: a) equalization, b) indivi-
dualization, and c) humanization (7, p . 2). 
In general, surveys have documented the rapid and widespread 
acct> ptan ce of teacher aides and other auxiliary personnel in the 
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schools (7) (6). Onc e initial resistance and misunderstandings con-
cerntng the role and pos1t10n of the parap r ofessional are cleared 
away the aide is quickly assimilated into the educational scene. 
We are less likely to make the mistake of 
assuming that the introduction of auxiliaries will be confin ed 
in impact to the pa rt icular professional(s) to whom they are 
directly responsible. The introduction of auxiliaries on a 
large scale can be expected to w?'!"k.major, and fundamental 
changes upon the fabrics of how public education is adminis-
tered and conducted in terms of how work is actually per-
formed. The introduction of auxiliaries has already triggered 
a degree of self-awareness and role examination that was 
unheard of in education over a decade ago. (6, p . 15) 
A1des are introduced into the classroom as an innovative tech-
mque to provide the method and the motivation to keep teachers up-
dated, and to improve the teaching atmosphere. Th ey should not be 
introduced with the idea of perpetuating the past one hundred years of 
education (6). 
A survey conducted by the NEA Research Division revealed 
that only about one in five public school teacher (19o/o) has assistance 
f rom an aide. It was reported that "most teachers do not have teacher 
atdes but those that do find them to be of substantial assistance and 
those who do not, wou ld like to have them." Teachers felt, however, 
that the teacher aide program should not have precedence over the 
tmprovement of professional salaries. Forty-eight percent of the 
teachers in the NEA sample favored dividing additional money between 
teachers and aides. Forty percent favored devoting the full amount to 
eacher 's salanes (1 5 ). 
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ln a survey of 4, 000 teachers in the District of Columbia, 
2 , 344 of them ranked teacher aides first on a list of suggestions for 
mak1ng thetr jobs easier. In Minneapolis, after school districts had 
used teacher aides for a few years, the demand for them far exceeded 
the avatlable supply of t1·ained aides (29) . The Ddr oit Pilot program 
rated thnty-nine out of forty of their teacher aides presently used in 
the public schools as effective in their role assigmnents (13). 
Durmg a five year study conducted by Vera C . Weisz, observers 
u sed stop watches to map out a teacher ' s typical day in the classrooms 
of twenty-five schools. Teacher aides were then introduced into the 
classrooms of the same teachers. With the us e of aides, time spent 
m correc t ing papers was reduc e d eighty-nine p ercent; enforcing 
dts 1pline, thirty-six percent; taking attendance, seventy-six percent; 
supervtsmg writing lessons, eighty-three percent. With the time 
saved by not doing the non-professional tasks in the class, the teacher 
had an increase in time to spend on lesson preparation, one hundred 
and five pe r cent; recitation; fifty seven percent; preparation of assign-
ments, twe nty perce nt ; and individual co ntac t with the stude nt s, twenty-
seven percent (33) . 
The use of the teacher aide in the classroom has at least fou r 
benefns : 
1) The use of aides leads to a healthy reexamination of the roles 
of all teachers and school personnel {8). 
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2) Atdes make it possible for teachers to do thos e things with 
~ tud c•n ls that impro ve the learning process (24) . 
3) Including an aide in the class r oom provides another m e thod 
of r ec rutt ing, int roducing, and training peopl e who serve e ducation (24). 
4 ) The r ole o£ an aide provides income, a feelin g of self- worth, 
pnde , and a link with the community for the person s erving as the 
a tde ( 24 ). 
Par en ts have become the greatest supporters of the aide program 
i n a r eas whe r e it has bee n used eHectively. Resu lts o£ the inprovement 
of th e professional sta(( in r e lations hip to diagnost ic teac h ing has been 
recogmzed by the community and in some areas the parents ar e the 
push e r s of the program (3 ). 
ln Califo rnia one of the school systems evaluated its aide 
program. The top rated c ategories of effectiven ess in the teacher 
a tde prog r am we re : added instructional time for teachers, improve-
ment of pu p il learning skills, a nd r eduction of discipline problems 
(27) . 
Mos t s urveys show cle rical tasks to be very high on the lis t 
of duti es p e rformed by the aide. Teachers and administrators we r e 
aske d , howeve r , if they felt aides should be given responsibilit ies 
othe r than clerical tasks in the class r oom . Fifty percent said yes, 
thtrty -e tght percent said no, and twelve percent gave n o respons e (26) . 
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Opposition to the Use of Teacher Aides 
Because the t e ache r aid e program is a comparitively r ece nt 
tnnovat ton, many problems have been experienced. Opponents of 
the program list the following r easons as jus t ification for their 
opposttton : 
l) The justification of c reating larger classes and then using 
an aide instead of a professional person constitutes a threat to the 
welfare of children . 
2) Not all teachers, even good ones, can work with aides 
comfor tably and securely and make the program wo r k. 
3) M e asurement of the r esults of the teache r aide prog1·am 
ts very difficult . Therefore, it c annot be assumed that the successful 
reports of teacher aide projects is all a r esult of the inclusion of the 
teacher aide . 
4) An aide in the class may return the class r oom atmosphe r e 
f r om what they feel is b r oad learning experien ces t o ro t e learning 
(9 , p . 5 9-60) . 
5 ) Students are reluctant to accept aides as persons of 
authonty. 
6 ) A lack of sufficient equipment in the schools makes it 
diiftcult to make full use of the aide's time and , the r efore, benefit 
the school. 
7) Teachers take advantage of the aide. 
8) Teachers feel uncomfortable with a teacher aide in the 
class room. 
9 ) Atdes may "gossip" and compare children. 
l 0) Sorne aides are not prope rl y trained for speciiic tasks 
prior to assignment. 
11) Aides are not used to their full potential. 
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12) Aides are not professional in their approach to classroom 
activittes. 
13) Some teachers may loaf while the aide works. 
14) Aides begin to act as if they were r eally teachers (5, p. D-11 ). 
15 ) The number of hours contributed is limited . The aide spends 
an av rage of twenty hours a week in the classroom. 
16) Personnel turnover is high. 
17) An additional increase in cost to the district occurs. 
18) Classes are sometimes made larger. 
19) More plann ing is required and must be done at an ear lier 
tirne t.o make it function . 
1 0) Additional orientation time is needed by both the teacher and 
the a1de (20 , p. 34-35). 
Proponents of the Teacher Aide Program 
Those who promote the aide progra1n list the following reasons 
1n 1ts favor : 
l) The aide program provides for more individual help for 
Pach student. 
2) It makes an almonnal teaching load norrnal. 
3 ) It encourag es people to enter the teaching profession . 
4) It makes good public relations, empathy, pride, and 
addPd support of the schools by the community. 
5) It allows for more teacher preparation time. 
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6) Teacher's lessons can be made more creative because of 
addttwnal preparation. 
7) Instruction is of a higher quality because of additional 
prepa ratlon. 
8 ) Teacher morale is higher (20, p . 3 1 -32 ). 
9) The curriculum is enriched through outside talents. 
1 0 ) It creates a wholesotne atmosphere which e ncourages 
wholesome personality development. 
11) Lay citizens show greater involvement in worthwhile 
acuvtties. 
1 2) Slightly higher achievement on the part of students is 
shown in classes with aides (9, p. 59-60 ). 
13 ) Atd es are helpful in dealing with emotionally disturbed 
chtldren . 
14) Atdes gain valuable on-the-job experience, as well as 
being of assistance to the tachers (5, p. D-10). 
EducatiOnal Background and Requirements 
1n Tra1mng of the Teacher Aide 
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The educational r quirements and stipulations put on the aide 
depend entirely upon the use of this person in the classroom. These 
requirements vary greatly in programs throughout the United States 
(1 0). 
Connell points out that in Ohio the teacher aides had an ade-
quate general background for the assigned responsibilities within the 
program: ninety-five percent had graduated from high school (6 ). 
In Ithaca, New York, howeve r, Alexander found the median years 
completed in school by participants in the aide program was ten point 
nine (8). 
Aides often tend to exhibit a defence against learning. This 
resistcnce is often shown in 11 absence, tardiness, sleeping in class, 
leav1ng the room for brief periods, stony silence in response to a 
quesllon, noise m respons e to a lecture, and bringing children to 
class" (18, p. 1 5). They do this because they a r e afraid to change. 
The a•de does not recognize this fear as the problem. They always 
have soJne external excuse to give for the behavio r (18). 
The Ohio teacher aide program stipulated that in most instances 
they favOrt!d U!:iing aide::; who had SOUlt:: pre-employment training or 
education (6). Carl Rittenhous e supports this idea by saying that 
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p r e-se rv ice training is most desirable (26). Rittenhouse has id e nt i -
fie- d the following programs as appropriate res pons ibil itie s of the 
un1v e rs1t ies : 
aid e s , 
I) Helping teachers and others to learn to work with aides, 
2) Providing short-term workshop or institute training for 
3) Developing and evalutating demonstration and dis semina-
twn t e chniques, and 
4) Developing career progression at less than the baccalaurete 
le v e l (26). 
The training program for the aide is generally divided into 
pr e -service and in-se r vice training. P r e-service is usually composed 
of a two-to-eight week session of workshops, laboratories, seminars, 
and discussion groups . In - service training is practical experience 
(at le ast one year) including workshops, seminars, and supervision 
on the job. The ideal program would use both the teacher and the aide 
m training together. The aide would be placed in the school before 
th e training started and the teacher would participate as both a planner, 
or d e signer, of the program and as a trainee (33). 
Characteristics of the Teacher A ide 
In much of the research the entrance requirements, if stipu-
lat e d at all , indicate the aide should have a high-school diploma 
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and/or be etghteen years of age (21 ). The goals and objectives of 
the program determine the characteristics of the trainees. There-
fo re , they also dete rn1ine th e screening proceedures used. Some 
bas1c success characteristics n eeded by the aides presently employed 
are: 
I) Sympathetic understanding and liking for children 
2) The ability to write and speak clearly 
3) Adaptability 
4 ) De pendability 
5 ) Good grooming 
6 ) A cceptance of supervision 
7 ) Fe rsonal wa rmth 
8 ) The ability to re ldte to others 
9 ) An interest in self-improvement. (27) 
Th e Detroit program found that the aptitude, achievement, and 
personality tests they administer d did not seem to relate to the 
effectivenes s of the teache r aides in their assignme nts . They did 
r ecomm end , however, that r e quiring an aptitude and reading achieve-
ment test for career development purposes should be considered 
further (13). 
Rioux has identified four c ategories from which aides are 
presently drawn. 
I ) Low-income people -- this is presently the largest group 
due to federal funding. 
2) Htgh school students 
3) Co llege stud e nts 
4) Adults --mothers and housewives (25) 
Lloyd Trump added one more category to this list--retired 
ache r s (32) . 
Career Ladder 
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The primary concern of the aide program is , of cou r se, to 
unprov the learning environment for children; a very important 
seconda ry concer n , however, is the employment and vocational 
development of individuals who have n ever been employed before or 
have been emplo yed only in menial tasks. Advancement should be 
an opportunity for those desir ing it but should not be mandatory 
for part 1cipation in the program. T he oppo rtunity fo r advancement 
1s known as the c ar ee r ladde r . A c areer ladder is defined as the 
v rt1cal hierarchy of jobs in h uman services from the leve l of hmnan 
service aide through the entire p r ogr ession of career potentials (29 ). 
The n ew career concept creates jobs normally allotted to 
trained professionals and technicians but which could be performed 
by untrained workers (23). 
T h e aim of the program is to r e late the sub-professional role 
to the professio nal role so one can move easily from one to a nother. 
Th followmg is Weisz's interpretation of the Teacher Aide Career 
Ladder . 
T EA CHER 
Completes certification requiren1ents 
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TEACHER INTERN 
B. A. or B.S. degree 
Actual planning of curriculum 
ASSOCIATE 
A. A. degree 
Greater responsibility, less supervision 
ASSISTANCE 
High School diploma or equivalent, one year in- s ervice training 
More instructional relationship 
AIDE 
Aide training program (33, p . 28) 
Rittenhouse indicates that few programs have more than two 
steps , and that often the categories are used on l y for pay purposes 
w1th no conscise or clear definition differentiating the duties and 
responsibilities of each (26). 
The role of the teacher aide is categorized according to the 
following functions: 
l) Teacher A ide Instruc tional- - Performs task assignments 
direct! y supporting the instructional program under the supervision 
and guidance of a teacher. 
2) Teache r Aide Clerica l - -Performs assignme nts indirectly 
suppo r ting the c lass ro om instruction a l p r og r a m such as typing, 
mmeographing, filing, etc. 
3) Teacher Aide Instructional and Comnmnity Service--
Pe rforms liason duties betwee n the school and the family through 
home vistts and through specific services rendered to family and 
ch1ld which are considered to be important in support of family-
student-school relationsh1ps (1 0) . 
Funding 
According to most of the research dealing with the rise of 
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the t acher aide, the single most common problem is that of funding. 
Truly effective aide programs must ge stabilized by reasonable 
assurance of funding at an adequate l eve l for at least a five )•ear 
period (26). 
Federal funds have esta blished some new programs which have 
ope n ed the doorway to improved education. Among these funded pro-
jects is the teacher aide p r ogram. Weisz points out that federal 
funding makes it financially feasible to free the teacher ' s time for 
experimenting with ne w methods and techniques, to provide a career 
ladder in education, to provide training for the teacher and auxiliary 
staff, and to provide fo r more individual attention for the students (33 ) . 
Acco rding to Lloyd Trump and Carl Rittenhouse, minimum pay 
w the aide program is $ 1 .75 and the average pay is $2.00 per hour. 
Research has shown that the aid es common wo r k week is twenty hours 
(27) (32). The pay grade of the teache r aide could be dependant on 
the profici e nc e le vel shown acco r d ing to designated activities. 
A summarizat ion of the federal funding which can be used to 
1nitiate teache r aide programs in the schools follows: 
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I) Elementary and Secondary Education Act: Titles I, III, VI. 
2) Economic Opportunity Act: Community Action Programs, 
Followt h rough, New c~ rePrs Program, Operation M~ in StrP.am (f>). 
A study at the University of Minnesota shows that a r eturn of 
$ 1. 59 for eve ry $1 . 00 spent in the new careers program is estimated 
as a result of the aides program. Direct project costs were compared 
wtlh the antictpated direct public benefits of savings in the areas of 
welfare and unemployment compensation costs, costs oi administering 
we !fare programs, and the income to the government of the additional 
earning made possible by education. It is also pointed out that hidden 
beneftts exist which cannot be measured. An example of this would 
be the effect this will have on the children of the new careerists, upon 
fnends, neighborhoods, and communities (34). 
Legal Status of the A ide in Utah 
The Utah State Board of Educat ion published a booklet entitled 
A ides For Utah S chools, Guidelines for the S e lection, Prepa ratio n, 
and Utilization of Auxiliary P e rsonnel (1 ). The following items are a 
summary of the pertinent rnaterials contained therein : 
I) Plans for the use of aides should be designed in such a way 
as to both reheve teachers frorn routine duties, thus freeing them for 
professional tasks, and to safeguard the c hildren from malpractice. 
2) The teacher must remain the diagnostician for learning, 
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tht.· organizer and manager of Learning experiences, the manager of 
valuallon, and the overall dectsion maker in the learning situation. 
3) Aides should not supplant or substitute for professwnal 
personn<>l or be provided as a ftnancial expedtent t o relieve overloaded 
condnions in regular classroom situat ions . 
4) The aide is at all times an assistant and responsible to a 
member of the professional staff. 
5) Walls should not be built around what aides should or should 
not be able to do but educators should exercise professional judgement 
1n thE" proper utihzation of their services. 
6) General qualifications for aides are good grooming, 
good hea lth, matu re behavior, depend a bility, and r es ponsibility. 
7) Service and cle r ical aides are required to have at least a 
h1gh school diploma. Instructional assistants a r e required to have 
llher two years of college or specialized training, a degree or 
demonstrated competence in subjects or areas where assistance is 
desired . 
8) Aides should be entitled to the same legal rights and 
protection as teachers and be subject to the same liabi lities if they 
ar acung in the position for which they we re employed and under 
proper supervision. 
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METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
The sources of data for this study were: 
I) Personal interviews of two teachers and three teacher aides 
presently employed in Homemaking classes in Utah. 
2) Correspondence with existing teacher aide projects in 
Home Economics programs of other states to determine their uses 
of the teacher aide. 
3) An analysis of the time spent by six high school and six 
junwr high school teachers in U tah on various activities related to 
classroom responsibilities which could be assigned to a teacher aide. 
Interview 
Sample 
The wnter conducted interviews of teachers and teacher aides 
presentl y employed in Utah in Consumer and Homemaking Education. 
The number of people interviewed was smctll because of the limited 
scop of the present program in the state . One high school and one 
JUniOr high school were designated by Miss C. Eileen Eric kson , State 
Supe rv1sor of Consumer and Homemaking Education, as participants 
i n the program. Both schools identified were progressive, innovative 
• hools. The teacher aide was one aspect of their innovative program. 
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The JUnio r high school used in the sample was opened in the 
fall of 1970. The one professionally ce rt if ied person in the Home-
making department was a fnst year teacher. The teacher aide inter-
viewed 1n this program was the third one to b e employed by the 
depa r tment, the first aide was r e l e as e d a nd the second was trans· 
fe rred to another d e partmen t within the school facility. 
The high school has a Homemaking department consistin g of 
three ce r ttfie d p rofessiOna ls , all expe rie n ced t e achers. An aide 
was employed for the first time in the fall of 1970 and at the time of 
the interview a second aide had been employe d. The first aide moved 
tnlo the main office as a secretary thr ee weeks befor e the s urvey was 
conducted. Becaus e the second aide had not be en involved in th e pro-
g ram very long, both aides we r int e rviewed a t the high school. 
Procedure 
All tnterviews we r e condu c t ed pe r sonally by the wr iter at the 
i ndividual school. Office space was provided at the high school, 
while a co rne r of the Homemaking room was used at the junior high 
fo r the Interv iews. Ea ch int e rview was conducted privately with only 
th e tn le r viewe r and the p e r son b e ing interviewed in attendanc e. 
A llst of question s we r e d ev is e d for both the teacher and 
teacher aide. All conv e rsatiOns we r e tape d for actual refer e n ces 
and quotmg. 
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Jnst ruments 
An mterview questionnaire, (see Appendixes A and B) lisllng 
twelve questions for the teachers and twenty-two questions for the 
teacher aide , was devised and used in conducting each interview. 
Tabulation of r es ults 
All interviews were taped; the tapes we re then transcribed 
and analyzed. Miscellaneous commentar y was cut and the main ideas 
were w r itten up verbatim. The answers were grouped following the 
corresponding questions in the summary of the interviews. 
Correspondence 
To ascertain the use of the t eache r aide in Consumer and 
Homemaking programs throughout the United States a listing of 
mnovative Consume r and Homemaking leaders was suggested by Mrs. 
Polly Ga rr ett, Regional Program Officer, Vocational and Technical 
Education, and Miss C. Eil ene Erickson, State Supervisor of Con-
s um er and Homemaking E ducation for Utah . 
During Ma r ch and April, 1970, letters were s e nt to the 
state superviso rs of Consumer and Homemaking Education in the 
following eleven states ; California, Colorado, Georgia, Kansas, 
Michtgan, Missour i, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Texas, and Wyoming . 
The slate supervisors in retu rn suggested personnel within their 
stales who were functwning in these programs. 
Letters we r e then sent in April, May, and Au gust, 1 970 to 
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the program dir ectors and teachers suggested in each s tate, request-
ing information regardmg their programs. Letters were sent to the 
following states : One to California, two to Colorado, one to Kansas, 
three to Michigan, twe nty to New York, five to Ohio, and eighteen to 
Oregon. 
Procedure 
A form letter (Appendix C) was first sent to the State Super-
visors of Con s ume r and Homemaking Education requesting the names 
of dnectors or teachers within the state involved in teacher aide 
programs . 
A form letter (Appendix D) was then sent to the suggested 
contacts in each state requesting the followi n g in format ion concerning 
thetr programs: What kind of people were employed ? Was there a 
defmed role for t he aide? What were the role r es ponsibilities? How 
dtd the aide r e late to the professional staff of the school? And, what 
Wt're the teacher ' s pe rsonal feelings regarding the t eacher aide? 
Tabulatwn of results 
All letters wer e analyzed fo r content material under the following 
headings role, characteristics, responsibilities, screening , types of 
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people employed , training, pay, and special comments. This material 
was then assembled in chart form under these headings (Appendix I) 
Time-Activity Analysis 
The thi rd aspect of the study was directed at determining the 
present need for the teacher aide in the Home E conomics programs of 
Utah . 
A listing of activities was devised by the writer after observing 
a teacher in the public school homemaking classes. The tentative list 
was given to six public school teachers of Homemaking and they were 
asked to make any additions or revisions they felt necessary. The list 
was approved by the head of the Home E onomics Education department 
at Utah State University. The final survey list contained fifty-two 
acttvilies (Appendix F). 
Stx junior high schools and six senior high schools from the 
northern half of the state were selected fo r this part of the study. 
Th questionnatre forms were delivered to each Homemaking teacher 
i n person by one of the members of the Utah State University staff . 
Each was asked to indicate the amount of time spent on the various 
act1vit1es for an average day in her class r oom. Questionnaires were 
sent back to the w r irer by mail . 
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T abulat wn of results 
The total time spent was obtained for each activity on the 
questwnnaire. From the total scores, a mean score was determined 
for each item. All activities were then grouped according to Coco's 
four 11 Instructional Non-Instructiona1 11 categories, and a mean score 
for each category was obtained. 
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ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS 
Findings of the Interviews 
The purpose of the interviews was to determine the positive 
and/or negative attitudes about the teacher aide program and also to 
1dent1fy those factors deemed necessary for successful employment 
of a teacher aide. 
Results of teacher interviews 
The expressed attitudes of tea hers now using teacher aides 
wati positive ; each teacher interviewed, howt:!ver, had experienct:U 
some problems in the program in the short time they had participated. 
The first aide hired in one school had skills in the area of 
Home Economics but was unable to relate to the students or to main-
tain disc1pline; therefore, she had to be released. Two aides were 
transferred fron1 Home Economics into another area because of skills 
n eeded in other departments . 
In order to determine the teacher's involvement in the initiation 
of th e program, the teachers were asked if they had requested a 
teacher aide. One teacher had requested an aide in her program; the 
other teacher was told by her district that she would have an aide . 
The role of the teacher aide was not we ll defined in either 
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school. It was felt by both teachers that a role definition would have 
h e lpe d the program. At the same time, they felt that a rigid role 
definition would not allow for opt imum utilization for the aide. 
In both instances the professional staff was consulted and allowed 
to mterview the aides applying fo r the position. On e correspondent in 
the survey indicated tha t because t h e teacher interviewed the aides 
and sanctioned their employment the professional was put in a position 
of trying harder to get along with the aide a nd to make the program work. 
Aides were chosen in both schools because of their skill and 
abilities relating to H ome E conomics. No screening tests we r e 
d e fined in either in s tance; all aid es who had participated in the pro-
grams, however, we r e at least high school graduates. 
The teachers expressed the idea that the most beneficial 
r e sult of the teacher aide program was that th e professional was 
relieved of a great many routine work tasks. The second benefit of 
the program was that individual stud ents could o btain more help by 
having another adult to consult . 
The responsibilities of the aides in Utah seemed to be a 
combmation of the general duties of the c l e ric al aid e, th e hou se-
keeping aide, and the instructional aide. Typing, grading papers, 
k e eptng reco rds , designing bulletin boards, tidying the roo1ns, and 
doing the laundry were commonly n amed tasks. 
Ne1ther teacher knew how the aide program was being funded 
in their d1strict . 
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Only one aid e out of the five who have participated in the two 
Homemakmg departments was thought to be from the low- income 
populatwn of the state. All others we re ranked as middl e -class, 
m 1ddle-inc om e population. The aide who r epres ented the lower-
income population was placed in the school as an on-the-job training 
expe rie n ce from a business college. A difference in attitude and 
r ehabil1ty was attributed by the professional involved to the differ -
ence in class level represented. 
Bot h teachers fe lt that educational training would greatly 
enhance the benefits of th e program. Training in the areas of skills, 
p rincipl es of educ ation, educational psychology, and audio -v isual 
materials was suggested. 
Both teachers indicated favorable attitudes on the continuum 
ques tion concerning how they would rate their experience with the 
aid e. One teacher marked "very favorable" w hile the other n1arked 
"favorable. 11 In explaining the r eason for only a 11 favorable'' marking, 
the t e acher indicated that what was really needed in that school was 
another professional to assume some of the p ro fessional roles and 
r es pons ibil itie s. 
In both schools it was felt that the screening process e s were 
not such that they gave much indication of the aides' competencies . 
Dtscovery by trial and error were the common ways of determining 
the aides ' skills. 
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Results of teacher aide mterviews 
The writer was interested in knowing whether or not any formal 
advertismg was done for the position of aide. The three a id es who 
were mt.erviewed did not know of any advertisement for the para-p ro -
fessiOnal positions. E ach one had been introduced to the program by 
personal contact from family or friends who had heard about the pro-
posed program . 
The three aides interviewed worked a forty-hour week, 
etgh t hours daily (s chool hours) and received $1. 90 an hour. They 
were all paid on an hour-worked basis with no holiday, vacation, or 
sick leave benefits . 
No special training was given to any of the aides participating 
in the program. Their background expe r ie n ces seemed to be the 
contributing facto r to present success in the program. 
One school had a two-week workshop p r evious to the beginning 
of school. The assignments to specific teachers had not been made at 
this time, however, so the aides did not wo rk with the professional to 
whom they were responsible. The workshop served as an orientation 
to th e school and a general philosophy of the teache r aide program. 
The i ndication was that the workshop did not actually help the aide 
w1th what she would do in the c lassroom. In actuality, her role was 
very different from what she had expected . 
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In the three-teacher department the aides indicated that they 
wC' r c responsible to all three staff members . This did not seem, 
however, to be correct. The department head indicated th aide was 
dnectly r es ponsible to her. The assignment of the aide was according 
to class load. Because the greates t class load was ca rried by the 
head, the aide was responsible first to the head and secondly to the 
needs of the other teachers in the department. All directions and 
instructions to the aide we r e to be correlated and assigned by the 
head teacher. Othe r professional department members indicated 
some displeasure with the program as it was set up. Their feelings 
expressed the fact that they would rather have another part time 
professional staff member rather tha n the teacher aide because they 
receiVed very little benefit from the aide . 
Two of the three aides expressed the feelings that their respon-
sibilities were quite different than had been explained to them. One 
aide specifically requested no typing but pointed out that three-fourths 
of her time is no w spent typing. 
Each aide indicated a feeling of inse c urity at the beginning of 
her expertence. This seemed to be a result o f poorly defined role 
r es pons ibil itie s. 
When asked whether the aide fe lt her role, as defined now, 
used her talents to the fullest, one aide indicated a st rong affirmative. 
Th second mdicated she was satisfied with the situation and the third 
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fell it did not adequately use her talents. There was some indication 
of jealousy or threat to the professional in the latter instance. 
All three aides felt they were well accepted and had a good 
relationship with the professional staff of the school and the students. 
Two expressed the feeling that the students did not know they were not 
a teac her. 
The aides ' attitude about their position in relation to education 
was unanimously positive, each feeling they we r e contributing bene-
ficially to the students' education. 
When questioned as to whether they would feel more s cure in 
their position if some special training were provided, all replied 
affirmatively. The desired training, as seen by the aide, matched 
the training which the teachers indicated, particularly in the area of 
skill training. 
Two of the aides indicated a desire to go on and get a professional 
certificate themselves. Both expressed the feeling that their experiences 
as an aide helped greatly in directing them towards this goal. 
All participating aides had had some work exper ience previous 
to their aide employment . One had worked exte nsively in the business 
area and in clothing construction employme nt. Another had worked as 
a secretary and the third had worked as a government employee . 
One aide expressed displeasure at ove rtime work. Only one 
aide felt that c ertain responsibilities, which she could assume, had 
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not be n given her. Another said that her skill level in areas other 
than sewmg were not such that she felt secure. 
The only problem identified in the program thus far was that 
of communication. Several participants emphasized the fact that the 
lines of communication be tween the professional and the teacher 
aides must remain open and all problems must be handled immedi-
ately rather than letting them solve themselves. All three stated 
that the advantage of the program was that of taking over the non-
professional tasks and thus r elieving the teacher to conduct the essen-
tial profess ion ally oriented responsibilities . 
Findings of the Correspondence Survey 
Of the fifty letters sent to teachers and directors of existing 
programs in other states, thirty responses contained information perti-
nent to the subject of this thesis. E ight other replies were received 
from respondents whose programs we r e no longer in existence at the 
time. 
Nineteen of the respond ents indicated they did not hav e or 
were allowed to have a teacher aide in th e regular public school classes . 
They did, however, use an aide in thei r special programs such as 
evening classes, adult education classes , or special sessions for the 
low income population. In comparing these special teache r aides used 
in the r<>gular classes, no significant difference was found in any of 
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the deslr d information . Therefo r e, the special teacher aid es and 
regular t eacher aides are grouped together for the results of thi s 
stud y. 
Four teachers indicated that, although they did not have a 
teacher aide as such, they did use student aides in what they would 
co nside r like manner. For the purpose of this study, the writer has 
disrega rded the material related to th e student aid e . 
The information receive d in the correspondence survey is 
assembled in chart form under the following headings: role and titl e , 
c haracteristics, responsibilities, screening, types of people employed, 
training, and pay. A s ummarization of the information r ece ived in 
the correspondence surveys follows. 
The findings from the correspondence sample correlat d 
closely w ith those obtained by interviewing personnel within the state. 
All programs r equired at least a high school diploma to parti -
ctpate in the pro!;,·am. Several programs required additional years 
of college wo rk. 
Skills in typing, filing, r eco rd keeping, and basic commun i-
cat iOn we r e the predominant requir ements for the participants. 
Specifics we re required only when the role definition was more 
restrictive. 
Characteristics desired in the aides were specified as : 
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matunty, ability to empathize and r elate well to the people with whom 
they were working , enthusiasm, and initiative. 
The aides repr esented by the cor respondence survey assumed 
r esponsibilities which were a combination of cle r ical, housekeeping, 
and instructional tasks . 
The majo rit y of people employed in the correspondence pro-
grams were representatives of low- income and minority groups. In 
two programs , especially skilled people of the community were em-
ployed for their abilities in areas r elat ed to Home E conomics. 
In all but two programs, eithe r in-service or pre-service 
training was required for the position of aide . In all other districts 
train ing programs were from four days to e ight weeks. One co rres-
pondent indicated that a training program was a prerequis ite to the 
aides ' employment in the school. 
The pay scale in the correspondence survey programs ranged 
from $2.25 per hour to $3.25 per hour. The work week ranged from 
twelve to thirty-five hours. 
The biggest problem e n coun tered by the programs described 
by the cor responde!lc e survey was finding aid.os who were motivated 
themselves so that they could influence and motivate o t hers. 
The aides in the correspondence survey we r e found to act in 
the role of liason persons in the community particularly in relation 
to the ethnic groups. This seemed successful in most of the programs. 
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The key to success in the programs, as identified by the correspon-
d e ncP s urveys, was careful job descriptions clarifying the role 
responsibilities of the aide and the professional. 
Additional titles were given to the aides in the programs 
described through correspondence. Such titles as "recruiters," 
11 out- r each -workers, 11 11connectors, ''and 11 administrative assistants 11 
wer e additional terms referring to aides positions. 
Findings of the Time-Activity Analysis 
From the questionnaire form sent to the twelve high school 
and junior high school teachers, the responses were divided into 
Coco ' s catego ries as follows: 
1) Instructional duties involving direct contact with students 
students 
Tutoring sessions 
Individualized instruction to students or a small group of 
D e monstrations 
Redemonstration of materials 
Group discussions, lectures or presentations 
Making assignments 
Special advising of students 
Discipline problems 
Working with remedial or slow students 
Home experiences 
Home visits 
In-class evaluations 
Field trips (supervision ) 
Adult education or night classes 
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2) Instructional duties which involve no direct contact with 
students 
Correcting papers 
Research of curr en t information 
Preparing assignments 
Preparation for lesson (personal study, lesson plans) 
Recording grades 
Reading professional magazines 
F ield trips (preparation) 
Arrangement for guest speakers 
3) Non-instructional duties involving direct contact with 
students 
to the class 
Taking roll 
Passing out papers 
Setting up and running audio visual e quipment 
Passing out texts and classroom materials 
Collecting reference materials and making them accessible 
Setting up demonstrations 
Cleaning up after demonstrations 
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E xtra-curr icular activities (clubs, monitoring halls etc) 
Handling money (tickets, buying equipment) etc. 
Checking equipment 
Assignment of supplies and equ ipment 
4) Non- instructional duties which involve no direct contact 
with students 
Arranging room 
Typing and preparing duplicating materials 
Duplicating materials 
Preparing bulletin boards 
Prepar ing teaching aides 
Setting out lab supplies 
Filling out office forms 
Cleaning up room and equipment 
Making grocery orders 
Buying groceries and supplies 
Storing groceries and supplies 
Filing teaching materials 
Storing equipn1ent and supplies 
Checking units for deanup and supplies after labs 
Cleaning machines and keeping them in operation 
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Laundering of departmental supplies 
Mending departmental equipment 
Buying of demonstration material 
Of the returned responses, the mean score for time alloted to 
each task was computed in each category by adding the total time and 
dividing by the number of total responses. 
Table No. 1 shows the average time spent in Instructional-
Non- instructional tasks by the twelve teachers surveyed in the state. 
Table 1. Average tune spent in Instructional-Non-instructional 
tasks per day by teachers in Utah. 
Category 
Instructional duties involving 
direct contact with students. 
Instructional duties which 
involve no direct contact with 
students. 
Non- instructional duties 
involving direct contact with 
stud e nts. 
Non- instructional duties which 
Involve no direct contact with 
students. 
Totals 
Pre-
S c hool 
16 min 
12 min 
18 min. 
54 rnin 
l hr 
40 min. 
Ti.Ine one 
In-
School 
6 hrs 
23 min 
52 min 
l hr 
3 min 
l h r 
9min 
9 hrs 
27 min 
da~ 
Post-
School Totals 
7 hrs 
22 min. l min 
l hr 
56 min 3 hrs 
l hr 
27 min 48 min 
l hr 3 hrs 
32 min 35 min 
4 hrs 
17 min 
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Table one represents averages of the total number of ques-
tionnaires returned. Therefore, it cannot be totaled to represent an 
individual teache r ~ use of time. For example~ the average hours in-
school are six and the questionnaire hours we r e nine hours and twenty-
seven minutes in-school time . 
The indication of the non-professional duties and the time 
required to perform these duties is evident from the questionnaire. 
Obviously, the inclusion of the teache r aide in these programs 
would allow the teacher time fo r professional preparation and better 
teaching. 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
l) The r esearch supported the b e lief that teacher aides are 
not used ex tensive l y in Home Economics c lasses in Utah or through -
out the United States. 
2) Programs using teache r aides ge nerall y require at least 
a htgh school diploma for entrance into the program. Post high 
school training is required in varying amounts by a small portion of 
the res pond ents. 
3) Maturity, responsibility and basic gen e r al communication 
skills were background requirements for employment. 
4) The pay grade in Utah is far below that of other states. 
5 ) The aide ' s role in Utah is that of a com bin at ion of 
housekeeping, cle r ical, and inst ructional duties. 
6) There is no educational provision , either in-service, or 
p r e-service fo r training t eachin g a ides. Aide participants with in 
the s tate as well as t hose fr om the co rr es pondence s ur vey indicated 
that training is very desirable. 
7 ) Participants saw gene ral edu cation training as being 
most desirable i.e., genera l education, philosophy of learning, 
d velopmental psychology, s pee ific skills related t o Home Econo-
m1cs, audio-vis u al training, typing. 
8) Teachers in Utah a re spending many hours in non-
professional t a sks in an average day. 
9 ) Teachers who had a teacher aide exp r essed positive 
feelings about their work. 
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I 0) Communication was the most important key to success of 
the program as defined by the participants of the interview. 
11) There is no role defined by the state of Utah for the aide. 
T he role of each aide was reached by trial and e rror by the participants. 
12) There is a tendency under the unstructured program as it 
no w is, to under-utilize or over-utilize the aide . 
13 ) Aid es in the state of Utah seem to be well accepted by 
students and professional staff. 
14) Success of the program is highly dependant upon the 
partie ipants. Car eful selection is therefore an essential component 
of the program. 
15) Insecurity of the aide was a result of insufficient role 
de fin it ion orientation. 
16) There is no career ladd e r provided in the program of the 
s tate of Utah presently. 
17) The majority of pa rt icipants in the aide program are 
r epresentative of the middle-class society in the state of Utah. 
18) Correspondence from other states indicated their aides 
we r e more minority representatives. 
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19) Other states used the aide as a community service aide 
(Liason) more than an instructional aide. 
20) The Home Econom1cs aides in Utah were found in innovative 
schools of the state . 
21) The program should be und e rstood by both the aides and 
teachers. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIO NS 
The purpose of this study was (1) to describe the role of the 
teache r aide in C onsum e r and Homemak ing classe s in Utah, and (2) 
to suggest guidelines for the future utilization of the teacher aide in 
the Consumer and H omemaking classes of Utah. 
The study cons is ted of the following: 
l) Interviews with two teachers and three teacher aides 
presently hired in Home Economics departments in the state of Utah. 
2 ) Co rr es pondence with key program directors in other 
states to determ ine the present use o! aides in other areas o£ the 
country. 
3) A Time- a ctivity chart filled o ut by six high school teachers 
and six junior high s chool teachers. 
A need is felt fo r a r ole definition. The defined role, however, 
should not be so r e stric tive that the ind ividual abilities of the aide 
could not be used to the best ad vantag e of the p r og r am. The role 
defmttion should be loosely constr u cted for hiring purposes , and t he 
specifics be defined as the personalities involved a r e kno wn . 
Instructional duties involvin g di r ec t contact with the stude nts 
should be retained by the teacher with the exception of such activities 
as 111loring sessions , and redemonstration of mate rial s . Those 
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tnsl ruc1 ional duties which involve no direct contact with students 
should be retained by the teacher with the possible exception of 
arrangement for guest speakers, field trips, recording of grades, 
and some correcting of papers. All of the tasks related to non-
lns t.ruct.ional duties could be handled by the teacher aide. 
Planning time between teacher and the teacher aide is necessary 
and provisions should be made in the scheduling of on-the-job time. 
The aide has r espo nsibilities that they should be trained for 
JUSt as does the professional. The training for the aide would allow 
for an improved status and optimal us e in the classroom. The aide 
has need of training in teaching techniques, psychology of l ea rning, 
commun ication skills, and subje c t area skills. Much of the broad 
background required by the teacher, however, is not needed by the 
aid e bec aus e they wi ll not be r espo nsible for the actual selection of 
materials to be taught. 
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IMPLICATIONS 
The implications which the writer recognized as a result of 
this study were that the aides' primary co nce rn should not be 
advancement along the career ladder and that roles should be so 
defined that jealousy between the teacher and the aide does not 
aris e . 
A question n1ay arise as to the advisability of encour aging 
the aide to progress along a career ladder to becoming a professional. 
Literature reviewed in this thesis points out that the present attitud e 
of the ed ucational system instills a discontent in a paraprofessional 
position because the professional is always alluded to as the attrac-
tive goal of the future. All people in socie t y are not going to be in 
the top hierarchy of professional positions. In order fo r professionals 
to function well in their role, non- professionals must take care of 
many basic, funda1nental, and essent ial responsibil ities . It is the 
feeling of the writer that a career ladder should not be str ssed as 
the optimum goal of the teacher aide . If the aide functions we ll in 
the present role and is satisfied, no reason exists for e ncouraging 
advancement . The career ladde r should be defined, however, for 
those who choose to progress to the professional level. 
A basic problem which the writer observed in the teacher 
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ai d e program was the feelings of jealousy between the aide and the 
professional. This may be one r e ason for th•· professional personnel 
o pposing the aide program. To some teachers, the aide may be a 
threat to their popularity and acce ptance by the students. If the aide 
1s highly skilled in the curriculum area, this may provide an addi-
tional threat to the professional. Rather than capitalizing on the aide's 
skills, the teacher may not use the aide in that area. Therefore, 
under-utilization occurs. The role of the aide and also the role of 
the t eache r wi ll need to be agreed upon so that each may function to 
full capacity within that frainework. The personalities of the pro-
fessional and non-professional are important considerations for the 
administration when filling positions. This makes it imperative 
that the teacher be consulted in the hiring of the aide. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
As a result of lhis study the writer recommends that: 
1. In-service training be provided for the teachers to train 
them to work effectively with teacher aides. 
2. Pre-service and in-service training programs be designed 
for the teacher aide . 
3, Roles should be clearly defined to p ro vide more security 
to both aide and teacher and to protect the students. 
4. A career ladder shou ld be developed w ith pay grade 
advancements related to educational training. 
5. Specific standards should be devised to assist in screening 
applicants . 
6. Continued research should be conducted on the effectiveness 
of the a1des as the program grows . 
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APPE N DIXES 
Appendix A 
Questions used for Interview of Teachers 
Pres e ntly Using T e acher A ides 
l. Did you request a teacher aide: If not, who did? How 
were you included in the program? 
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2. What is your personal reaction to having another adult in 
the class room ? 
3. Was the role of the aide clearly defined to you, or were 
you left to dis cover your aides 1 role by yourself? 
4. How was your aide chosen? Were you consulted? Were 
any screening devices used? 
5. What are the positive aspects you see corning out of the 
aide program? 
6. What things have you found to be problems in the program? 
7. What responsibilities does your aide carry on in the classroom? 
8. How is the aid e program funded in your district? 
9. What population within the community does your aide 
represent? 
I 0. What can interested agenc ies do to help your program ? 
ll. How would you rate your experiences with your aide? 
12. How do you go about finding the competencies of your aide? 
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Appendix B 
Questions used for lnl erview of Teacher Aides 
Presently Employed in the State of Utah 
I. How did you first become introduced to the teacher aide program? 
2. How many hours do you work a week? What are you paid an hour? 
Are your hou r s set or flexible? 
3 Were you given any special training for your responsibilities as 
an aide? 
4. Were provisions made for you to meet with the professional staff 
before the school year began? 
5. Do you have any special provision for planning time with the staff 
during the school day? If so , how often? For how long? 
6. How many teachers are you responsible to? Could you serve 
more? or would you prefer to serve fewer? 
7. Do you feel that your role in the classroom is well defined ? 
8. Do you feel secur e in that you know what is expected of you, or 
are you uncertain about your responsibilities? 
9. Can you desc r ibe your position. Exactly what is it you do? 
10. Do you feel that the aide program as it is set up, uses your 
talents and strengths as well as it could? 
11. What do you feel the professional attitude is towa r d you? 
1 2. What is the student attitude toward you? 
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!3. Do you personally feel your role is beneficial to the education 
of the students? 
14. Would you feel more secure with some special training for your 
responsibilities? 
15. Do you see any in-service or pre-service training need ed for 
your role? If so , what? 
16. Would you like to become a profess ion a! teacher in the future? 
If so, do you feel that this experience has helped you make that 
dec is ion? 
I 7. What former employment have you had? 
18. Are there some responsibilities which you are r equired to assume 
now which you feel you should not be asked to do or that you are 
not qualified to do? 
19. Are there any responsibilities which you feel you could handle 
which you are not allowed to assume at the present time? 
20. What level of education have you completed? 
2!. What disadvantages do you see in the program? 
22 . What advantages do you see in the program? 
Appendix C 
Mrs. Pauline Goodwin 
State Supervisor, Home Economics Education 
Oregon Board of Education, 
305 Public Services Bldg., Salem, Oregon, 97310 
Dear Mrs. Goodwin: 
April 1, 1970 
Because of the scope of the Home Economics program in your 
slate, the personnel in our slate office have indicated that some of 
your schools may now be using auxiliary staffing on either a part-
tune or a full-time bas is. 
I would appreciate any indication from you as to the personnel 
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I could contact in your state for some specific information oncern-
ing the integration and use of the teacher aide in their schools. 
My Masters Thesis work is being conducted on the role of the 
teacher aide in the Home Economics classroom and any information 
which you could forward of this nature would be much appreciated . 
Thank you for your consideration. 
Sincerely , 
C aro l Israelsen, Graduate Assistant 
Home E conomics Education 
Utah State University 
Appendix D 
Dr. Wm. D. Proppe 
Jefferson High School 
52 10 N. Kerby St. 
Portland , Oregon 97217 
Dear Dr. Proppe: 
April 16, 1970 
Mrs. Pauline Goodwin, the Oregon State Supervisor of 
Home Economics Education informed me that you are involved 
in a program using teacher aides and diffe rentiated staffing. 
I am working on a project at Utah State University for 
my thesis concerning the use of teacher aides in the homemaking 
classroom. Any information which you could s upply on your 
program would be of g r eat value. I would especially like to 
know the kind of people you employ, whether you have a defined 
role for these individuals , what their role responsibilities are, 
how they have fit in with the professional staff of your school, 
and your personal feelings about the program. 
Your help in this project would be greatly appreciated. 
Thank you. 
Sincerely, 
Carol Israelsen, 
Graduate Assistant 
Department of Home Economics 
E ducation 
Utah State University 
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Appendix E 
June 4 , 1970 
Ruth S . Kimpland 
Director Home E co nomics Education 
C1ty S chool District 
13 Fitzhugh Street S outh 
Rochester, New York 14614 
Dear Mrs. Kimpland: 
I wish to express to you my sincere appreciation for your 
very prompt and most informative r eply to my reques t for informa-
tion concerning th e us e of the teacher aide in your schools. Th e 
mat erial you se nt I find to be ve ry beneficial in understanding the 
use of the aides in other schools at the present time. Thank you. 
Since rely , 
Carol Israelsen , Graduate Asst. 
Home Economics Education 
Utah State University 
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AJ2J2endix F 
Time-Activity Analysis 
Pre- In- Post-
School School School 
1. Setting out lab supplies 5 3 
2. Arranging room 4 4 2 
3. Taking roll 5 
4. Filling out office forms 8 2 
5 . Tutoring sessions 3 5 5 
6. Passing out papers 4 
7. Individualized instruction to students 
or a small group of students 4 60 7 
8. Collecting papers 7 
9. Correcting papers 3 1 5 25 
10. Typing and preparing duplicating 
materials 3 5 15 
11. Duplicating materials 2 6 3 
12. R esearch of current information 3 8 
13. Preparing bull etin boards 8 3 15 
14 Preparing teaching aides 3 5 1 5 
1 5. Setting up a n d running audio-visual 
equipment 2 15 
16 . Passing out texts and class room 
materials 4 
Appendix F (Continued) 
I 7. Collecting r eference materials and 
makmg them accessa ble to the class 
18. Demonstrations 
19. Redemonstrations of materials 
20 . Group discussions, lectures or 
presentations 
21 . Setting up demonstrations 
22. Cleaning up after demonstrations 
23. Cleaning up room and equipment 
24. Preparing assignments 
25 . Making assignments 
26. SpPcial advising of students 
27 . Discipline problems 
28. E xtra- curricu l a r activities (clubs, 
monitoring halls) 
29. Prepa r ation for lesson (personal 
study, lesson plans) 
30 , Recording grades 
31. Maktng grocery orders 
32. Buying groceries and supplies 
33 Stonng groceries and supplies 
34 . Readmg professional magazines 
35 Ft!ing teaching materta!s 
Pre- ln-
Schoo I School 
5 
5 65 
15 
180 
8 
2 3 
2 
15 
2 15 
3 
3 8 
5 15 
2 15 
8 
8 
3 4 
2 
2 
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Post-
School 
5 
2 
4 
2 
8 
6 
2 
30 
30 
8 
8 
5 
Appendix F (Continued) 
36. Storing equipment and supplies 
3 7. Checking units for cleanup and supplies 
after Labs 
38. Cleaning machines and keeping them in 
operation 
3 9. Laundering of departmental supplies 
40. Mending depa r tmental equipment 
41. Handling money (tickets, buying 
equipment) 
42. Buying of demonstration material 
43. Working with remedial or slow students 
44. Checking equipment 
45. Assignment of supplies and equipment 
46 . Home experiences 
4 7. Home vis its 
48. In-class evaluations 
49. Field trips (preparation) 
50. Field trips (supervision) 
51 . Arrangement for guest speakers 
52. Adult education or night classes 
Pre- In-
School School 
2 4 
3 
3 10 
4 
2 3 
4 
1 
2 5 
15 
8 
5 
1 5 
2 
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Post-
School 
4 
2 
5 
5 
3 
8 
5 
3 
5 
5 
5 
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Appendix G 
Additional Comments from Interviews 
1. I think there should be just one professional person in a classroom 
because from past experiences, the other professional will be 
competing for student recognition or popularity. 
2. I think the teacher should be open-minded enough to accept that 
there are other ways of doing things, and accept these too. 
3. There wasn ' t a day that went by that I didn't learn something new 
as an aide and I told the teacher that. 
4. I think some of these things enter into personalities, maybe or the 
feelings that this is my department, and things like that. 
5. On" lhing she (the aide) is lefl wilh which mighl have lu du wilh 
instruction, she has to answer the questions, and that can be--
well some people think that is teaching, and I guess to some 
degree it is, but I can ' t get around it. 
6. They tried those tape recorders for me to talk into those first 
few times for instruction to aides. And maybe if I got a little 
more organized I could do this, and it would save me some time. 
But by the time I get the tape recorder, the timP. I get it set up 
so I can talk- -a lot of times I'd have to do it at home, and I 
would just as soon write it down for the next day. 
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Appendix H 
Additional Comments from Correspondence Survey 
COMMENTS 
1 . We are not allowed to have aides in the secondary schoo l s because 
the city can't afford to employ them. 
2. We hired one A. D. C. black woman , thought she would relate to 
A. D. C. mothers more quickly than another but this did not prove 
to be true . She padded the grocery and mileage bill so was released. 
3. Professional w r ites the programs and gives suggestions as to ways 
to attack the problems, the aide teaches it. 
4, One who has few aspirations cannot inspire others . This is why 
our progran1. failed. The aide we chose could not inspire others. 
5. The big advantage of hiring someone from a similiar backgroun d 
is she understands food patterns, values, and the languages 
bette r than an outs ider . It still takes them some time to establish 
rapport and trust. 
6. We 'r e not able to have aides in the regular hom e economics class-
room and in occu pational ho1ne economics programs. 
7. At present we are not funding the salaries of auxiliary personnel 
and have not asked for this information in our reporting. 
8 . Our overall successes in the use of t eache r aides has encour aged 
us to seriously consider even greater use. 
9. Some advantages we see to our program: 
1) Reduce costs of programs. 
Appendix H (Continued) 
2) Can employ 2-3 aides fo r the cost of one professional. 
3) Aides will take direction from the professional. 
4) Many jobs do not require professional judgements, but 
are interesting and challenging to aides . 
5) Can p rovid e more individualized instruction. 
6) Aides will do clerical type jobs. 
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10. The keys to success in using aides are ca r eful job descriptions 
so the person knows what is expected, careful job training, and 
careful supervision. 
11. Teacher aides and teacher assistants are an integral part of 
the educational staff. They are regularly in contact with the 
student p opulation. It is essential that both teacher and aide 
clearly understand their respe ctive roles, obligations and 
res pons ibil ities. 
12. The rate per hour will be adjus t ed upward based upon additiona l 
years of college, not to exceed four. 
13. All personn el in this category shall use time-clocks. This 
c ategory of employees are hired on an hcu:::ly bas ls , therefore 
they will be paid only for actual hours worked. There is no 
payment for holidays, vacation time, or short sessions. There 
is no provision for sick o r personal leave with pay. 
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14 . Th e structuring of the role depends to such a great extent upon 
the personalities involved that it is still difficult to clearly define. 
15 . We have had aides who regarded any request from a teacher an 
imposition, so for the benefit of those people a rather compre-
hensive list of responsibilities is important. 
16. It is also well to screen aides as carefully as possible before 
hiring them. In some instances it is difficult to discontinue an 
aides services without developing ill will. 
l 7. All of our aides are of great help in making contacts with women 
in the community. 
18. The school administration followed the recununendaLilHl- -that 
there would be a bigger potential from steadily expanding the 
individual capabilities of these aides and maintaining their group 
identity by means of a continuing program of adult education. 
The aim was to build a strong line of communication between 
school and the home. The continuing education was not optional. 
19. There is a sincere attempt to make our aide fee l l ike a very 
worthwhile part of the staff. Perhaps this feeling is generated 
because the teaching staff truly feels the program is worthwhile. 
20. An attempt is made to give the aides interesting jobs and schedules 
so that the aide job is not merely that of dull tasks which the 
teacher doesn 1t want to do. 
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21. I offered to help with the prog r am fo r low -incom e people because 
the r e we re many students in my classes coming from these 
families and I thought if I c ould reach the parents through the 
program I might alleviate some of their ch ildrens adjustments. 
2 2. The aide (whom I neve r met ) was hired by the district . H e r 
responsibility was as a liason w ith the community. 
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Appendix I 
Summary of Correspondence Survey 
Types of people employed 
l . Neighborhood peopl e 
2. Negroes to work with 
negro population 
3. People in the area who 
know more about "creative" 
Training 
l . Four-day in-service training for 
professional and aide 
2. Pre-service training of three 
weeks, in-service continually 
(informally} 
cooking or sewing than any 3. Eight week s training, for 260 hours 
college trained teacher will 4. The aides spent several weeks 
ever know observing the Home E conomics 
4. Fro1n low-incon1e or bortl~r c lasses and discussing curric ulum 
line groups with the teachers 
5. Represent the minority groupS. Four week total program: 52 hours 
of the area class r oom , 35 hours observation, 
1 6 hours evaluation, 35 hours 
application 
6. No formal training in the fields 
where he or she is working. Only 
personal expe rience 
7. Training recognized as pertinent to 
their employment in the schools: 
Family and child development, 
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R t'Spo nstbllities 
I. Maintains records 
2. R ece ives and dispens es 
mail 
3 . Writes announceinents 
and letters 
4. Files 
5. Take and transmit 
t e lephone messages 
6. Duplicates materials 
7 . Greets people 
8 . Arrange physical setting 
9. Stores materials 
10 . Do dishes when nee ded 
II Housekee ping chores 
1 2. Work "ith individual and 
small groups 
13. Work on a 1-1 basis in 
homes 
understanding schools , how the 
home and schools relate 
Scree ning 
l. Type at 30-40 words per minute. 
2 . Office proceedures, filing, re co rd 
keeping, letters, and duplicating 
processes 
3. Shall present information from 
previous employers which provides 
evidence of maturity, degre e of 
::;tamina, and ability to adapt to 
c hanging situations 
4 Have command of the Engli sh language. 
5. Expe rience or training in major area 
6. High school degree to two yea rs in 
co llege 
7. Continual screen ing of the ir per-
formanc e 
8. Professionals allowed to partie ipate 
14. Teach women how to improve 
thei r life style 
in the selection of the aide to be 
employed 
15 . Arrange classroom equipment 
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1 6. H e lp students with 
I 7 Coordination of field 
trips 
18 . Demo nstrations 
19. Assist in gen e ral opera -
twn of the facility 
Cha racte ristics 
1. Abl e to meet pe ople 
2 . Assume r esponsibility and carry 
o ut assigned duties 
3. Willingness to learn n ew skills 
4 . Dependability 
20. Check physical co nditions 5 . Initiative and energy 
and equipme nt 
21. Serve as connecting 
l inks between teachers 
22 . Individual assistance 
Role and Title 
1 . The teac h e r aid e will 
assist in any w ay the 
teacher deems n ece ssary 
2 . Her prime responsibility 
6 . Inte rest and concern for people 
7. Pleasant manners 
8. Enthusiastic 
9 . Willing to follow dir ec tions 
10 . Ability to handle confidential data 
with tact and discretion 
ll . Considerable sophistication in their 
interpersonal relationship skills 
12. Independent 
will b of a clerical natur e 13 . Resourceful 
3. Work on a 1-l basis with 14 . Leadership qualities 
women in the home 15. Mature 
4 , Assistant in sewing, cooking , 16. Competency in basic skills 
buying practices, c hild c ar e 17 . An articulate, energetic perse r -
and homema king verin g person w ho ca n r elat e to 
to the population 
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S. R ec ruiters--from neigh -
borhood, know the area, 
18. Knowledgable in subject area 
have credibility, are e nthusi-
astic about the program, and 
will knock on doors 
6. Connecto rs- -me d iato rs of the 
home and schools 
7. '' out-reach'' wo r kers 
~ 
1. $3 . 00/hour base with adjust-
n-H:mts for additionaL training 
2. Full-time wo r k from 5:30 p.m. 
to 9:30 p.m. 3 nights per 
week. Rate of pay is $2. 25/hour 
3. Full-time wo rk fo r 9 :00a.m. to 
4:00 p.m . , 5 days a week, 35 
hours pe r week. Rat e of pay 
is $3 . 25 per hou r 
